
MCS Exam in February 2018

Live Practice Workshop 2 -  
The DOs and DON'Ts of the MCS exam 

answering technique
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About me
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★ CIMA member (ACMA, CGMA)
★ CPA Ontario member (CPA, CMA - Canada)
★ P1, P2 and MCS tutor

Mary Jane Rodriguez
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What will we cover today?
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5 Do’s and 5 Don’ts on the exam day

Ideas generation for answering exam requirements
Examples - current pre-seen relevant

3 MUST DO’s before the exam

A live Q & A session
Ask anything MCS related

1

2

3

4
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5 DO’s on the exam day
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Use time 
wisely

Plan your 
answer

Do the 
easy marks

Think 
while 
typing

Stick 
to the 

plan + time

4
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5 DON’Ts on the exam day
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Avoid 
complicated 

and 
convoluted 

answers

Don’t 
go 

overboard

Don’t be a 
textbook

Resist 
re-reading 

the preseen

Don’t panic
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Task 1
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Cole Hale emails Yee Zean Arnott: “I need your help. I would like to use the same project 
team for the Lima exploration project. The Lima project was started and put on hold a little while 
ago because of licensing issues. Now it’s back on. However, Bob, another PM, “stole” my team 
and refuses to release them for the Lima project. He tells me they are still busy with his project. I 
think he’s using delaying tactics so that he can hold onto the team longer. Consequently I am in 
danger of missing my Lima deadline.”  

Yee Zean Arnott emails Kim Lee: “I am annoyed that this argument has led to a critical project 
being disrupted. We all know we need to keep exploring to ensure Nortan stays competitive. I 
am considering taking disciplinary action against Bob. I would welcome your thoughts.” 

Kim Lee emails you: “I’m currently unavailable to put this together. Would you assist in putting 
together some briefing notes? Please give me your thoughts on Yee’s suggestion that we should 
view the argument as a disciplinary matter. ”
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Task 1
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Intro - State what disciplinary is 

Body - Incident, should disciplinary even happen? conflict between PM, conflict resolution techniques required, 
determine if facts are true, project progress for Bob - is it true delaying?, team players and if available, give them 
to Cole…. 
Teams/resources are not PM specific, Goal congruence and Nortan’s strategy, ultimate result = stakeholders + 
profits affected 

Conclusion/recommendation - PMs meeting together, maybe disciplinary is not the solution
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Task 2
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Yee Sean Arnott, the Head of PM, discusses development costs 
with you.

”The Nortan Board is still unsure about the Closa Oil, a new 
premium oil we have been developing. The Closa Oil is such an 
innovation that will bring future revenue streams. The financial year-
end is fast approaching and the Board’s indecisiveness may force 
us to write off the Closa development costs. Attach is a document I 
prepared to show that we could capitalise our development costs. 
The Closa R&D project team has been maintaining detailed records 
of time and money spent on individual projects.

Please tell me why it would be wrong for us to prepare the financial 
statements on the basis that we intend to go through with the Closa 
Oil. That would let us fulfill all criteria and capitalise the 
development costs. If we decide not to go ahead with it, we can 
always reverse the capitalisation before the end of next year and 
there will be no overall effect on retained earnings.

IAS38 Criteria Status of Bibo pill

Technical feasibility in 
completing the product

Fulfilled The product is ready for commercial 
use.

The intention to 
complete the product 

for use of sale

Not fulfilled Board has not decided to produce 
and manufacture or abandon project.

The ability to use or sell 
the product

Fulfilled We could easily start mass producing 
and distributing the Closa Oil

Future economic 
benefits

Fulfilled Closa is an innovative premium oil 
that will definitely bring future 

economic benefits.

The availability of 
adequate technical, 
financial and other 

resources to complete 

Fulfilled The product is complete and ready to 
sell. It would require a huge 

investment to bring it to production.

Reliable measurement 
of development costs

Fulfilled The R&D project team keeps detailed 
records of all work they undertake 

and know the cost
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Task 2
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Intro - IAS 38 explanation and criteria

One criteria was not met - all future benefit has to be met and Board has not decided yet

Result = overstatement of profits at year end, reflect inaccurate numbers or results

Ethics situation = Yee wants to include, breach of professional behaviour and due care, objectivity, professional 
competence

Can we ?

No, because criteria has not been met

Possible COGS amount link ?
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Task 3
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Kim Lee, Head of Human Resources, emailed you the following: 

“Although Human Resources is a function currently performed at the business unit level, they rely on us 
to put the policies in place with regards the whole Nortan Group. 

A recent article about a Nortan oil rig appeared on the news recently. The article was an interview with 
a staff member (a rigger) who was recently injured at the oil rig. The rigger was not wearing his hard hat 
at the time of the accident and a small debris from above fell and hit his head. When asked, the rigger 
responded that although the staff get issued with the hats, some do not wear them as they hinder fast 
movement while working on the rig. 

What are your thoughts on the following: 
• How do we influence the behaviour of our riggers with respect to safety? 
• How can we motivate or even inspire employees to take safety seriously?
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Task 3
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intro - health and safety = strategic importance to Nortan Group 

Consequence = Nortan financial and reputation, brand, shareholders concerned about H&S standards 

Investigate whether one-off or culture issue of particular rig 

influencing = induction training, discipline, BSC measure inclusion = # days accident free, safety is employee’s responsibility too 

Update policy and procedures = mandatory to wear hats 

Ethics = duty of care to employees = make sure safe working area, employee safety
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Task 4
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Amber Lees has emailed you the following:

“In the Nortan Board meeting last month, the directors were all discussing using Big Data to evaluate projects that 
Nortan undertakes, assess the performance of various operating units, and assist in financial budget reporting to 
help with decision making.

They would like Big Data to be implemented at the FOSSC, as we perform all these functions and we can customise 
our in-house fully integrated system to accommodate this. We will have to do a complete review of the systems 
before we commit. While I can see the benefit, I’d still like to formally put together something for the Board at the 
next meeting to understand how Big Data can be useful for us. Would you please put together this report for me?

In the report, please discuss benefits that would likely be worthwhile in comparison to the costs and risks involved in 
using such data when making business decisions. No quantification of costs required.
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Task 4
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Intro - Big Data 

Benefits - streamline processes, create efficiencies 
 (evaluate projects, assess performance, assist in budget)

Benefits - produce complex report, helps with decision making 
Benefits - innovation, provides competitive advantage 

Costs - customize existing system 
Costs - user training 
Costs outweigh benefit - expensive 
Risks - backfire - slow down efficiencies, disaster recovery 
Risks - distortion of data  

Conclusion - good or bad?
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Task 5
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Amber Lees has emailed you the following:

“I’d like to speak to you about the long term provisions that are noted on the financial statements. Nortan has a policy in place 
where we commit to restore drilling and exploration sites back to their original states at the completion of work. We currently 
have 2 operations that the Board would like clarification on with regards inclusion in the provisions.

The Dornan operations has been running for a while. The restoration costs of this oil field is not included in the long term 
provisions because initially Dornan laws did not require us to restore the site. However, a draft law requiring the clean-up of 
land already contaminated will be enacted in the following months.

The Kirkland Oil Field is under review for possible exploration. The licensing agreement with Kirkland will require us to remove 
the oil rig at the end of production and restore the seabed. 90% of the eventual costs relate to the removal of the oil rig and 
restoration of damage caused by building it. The other 10% will arise through the extraction of oil. We expect with the current 
timeline of events that by the financial year end, the rig will be constructed but no oil will have been extracted at the time.

Could you please email me briefing notes where you discuss both operations and whether or not we should be recognizing 
them as provisions?”
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Task 5
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Intro - IAS 37 - provisions - criteria 

Dornan - not provided for - because Nortan has a policy = need provision (constructive obligation) 

Kirkland - criteria = yes to provision because past event (rig will be built) - legal obligation 
- criteria = no if we do not have reliably estimated costs 
- criteria = yes if we do have reliably estimated costs = 90% should be provided for
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3 MUST DO’s before you face the case study exam
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Re-read the pre-seen material one last time.

Review study notes. Remember the ratios.

Rest.
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A live Q and A session with  
our resident Case Study Expert, Mary Jane
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Feb 2018 - Management Case Study exam
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